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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 My full name is Ainsley Jean McLeod.  I hold the position of Technical 

Director - Planning at Beca Limited, based in Christchurch.  I have been 

in my current position since January 2009. 

1.2 This is the sixth statement of evidence I have prepared on the 

Christchurch Replacement District Plan ("Replacement Plan") in relation 

to planning matters of interest to the New Zealand Fire Service 

Commission ("the Commission").  My first statement of evidence was 

provided for the Strategic Directions hearing, and my second and third 

statements were provided for the Residential hearing.  My fourth 

statement of evidence was provided for the Commercial and Industrial 

hearing, and my fifth statement was provided for the subdivision 

hearing.1  I continue to hold the views I expressed in my earlier evidence 

and, to avoid repetition, I will adopt that evidence for the purposes of this 

sixth statement of evidence. 

1.3 A summary of my qualifications, my relevant past experience, and my 

involvement in the Replacement Plan process on behalf of the 

Commission is provided in my first statement of evidence.2 

1.4 My evidence builds on the evidence I have previously given and 

specifically addresses planning matters on behalf of the Commission in 

respect of Proposal 7 (Transport) of the Replacement Plan. 

1.5 I have attended a number of informal mediation meetings, and had 

discussions, with Christchurch City Council ("Council") to address the 

relief sought in the Crown’s submission and particularly how Proposal 7 

may address the Commission's operational and property needs.  I have 

also had conversations with representatives of New Zealand Police and 

the Order of St John to confirm that amendments to the provisions 

promoted in informal mediation would not impact on the operational 

requirements of these organisations. 

1.6 I also attended mediation on behalf of the Commission in relation to the 

Objectives and Policies in Proposal 7 on 2 June 2015. 

                                                
1
 My statements of evidence (respectively dated 25 November 2014, 20 March, 25 March, 24 April and 8 

June 2015) can be accessed at http://www.chchplan.ihp.govt.nz/past-hearings/ and 
http://chch.ihp.govt.nz/hearings/ under the relevant Proposal heading. 
2
 See paragraph 1.2 and Attachment 1 of my first statement of evidence dated 25 November 2014. 

http://www.chchplan.ihp.govt.nz/past-hearings/
http://chch.ihp.govt.nz/hearings/
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2. CODE OF CONDUCT 

2.1 I confirm that I have read the code of conduct for expert witnesses as 

contained in the Environment Court's Practice Note 2014.  I have 

complied with the practice note when preparing my written statement of 

evidence, and will do so when I give oral evidence before the hearings 

panel. 

2.2 The data, information, facts and assumptions I have considered in 

forming my opinions are set out in my evidence to follow.  The reasons 

for the opinions expressed are also set out in the evidence to follow. 

2.3 Unless I state otherwise, this evidence is within my sphere of expertise 

and I have not omitted to consider material facts known to me that might 

alter or detract from the opinions that I express. 

3. SCOPE 

3.1 My evidence addresses the elements of Part C of the Crown’s 

submission that are of particular interest to the Commission as they 

relate to Proposal 7.  My evidence: 

(a) summarises the Commission’s particular interests in Proposal 7;  

(b) considers these matters in relation to the Council’s evidence 

(including the 14 May revised version of Proposal 7 ("Revised 

Proposal"); and 

(c) particularly addresses the one remaining matter where the Crown 

and Council’s positions differs, including my opinion on this matter. 

3.2 My evidence is focussed on access for fire appliances and the 

operational needs of the Commission.  

3.3 Throughout my evidence I refer to the Commission’s position in relation 

to particular provisions of the Replacement Plan.  This should be 

understood as the Crown’s submission on behalf of the Commission. 

3.4 For the purposes of my evidence I rely upon the evidence of Mr Alan 

Merry for the Crown in respect of Proposals 3 and 14.3  Mr Merry's 

                                                
3
 Mr Merry’s statements of evidence (dated 25 November 2014 and 20 March 2015) can be accessed at 

http://www.chchplan.ihp.govt.nz/past-hearings/ and http://www.chch.ihp.govt.nz/hearings/ under the relevant 
Proposal heading. 

http://www.chchplan.ihp.govt.nz/past-hearings/
http://www.chch.ihp.govt.nz/hearings/
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evidence details the Commission’s role, responsibilities and interests in 

the Replacement Plan. 

3.5 I have read the evidence on behalf of the Crown by Mr Jon Richards, 

Mr Angus Bargh, Mr Ian Clark, and Ms Vicki Barker.  I have also read 

the evidence of Mr David Falconer, Mr Paul Roberts, Ms Jeanette 

Ward and Mr Warren Lloyd filed by the Council on 26 May 2015 insofar 

as these statements of evidence relate to the Commission’s interests. 

3.6 I have read the expert witness conferencing statements that present  the 

outcomes of expert conferencing in relation to car parking; access and 

manoeuvring standards, loading requirements, and rail level crossings; 

and cycle parking.  I have also read the mediation report dated 9 June 

2015. 

3.7 Other documents I have reviewed in preparing my evidence are listed in 

Appendix AJM1. 

4. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

4.1 The matters of particular interest to the Commission regarding the 

Replacement Plan are derived from its responsibility to provide an 

efficient and effective emergency service.  The Crown’s submission 

generally seeks the inclusion of provisions in Proposal 7 to: 

(a) appropriately provide for access and parking at fire stations in a 

manner that is consistent with the operational needs of the 

Commission; and 

(b) ensure that accesses, parking and loading areas are designed in a 

manner that enables access for fire appliances, where such access 

is required. 

4.2 It is my conclusion that the Revised Proposal, in conjunction with the 

subsequent amendment to 7.1.1.3 Policy 3 promoted in my evidence, 

appropriately addresses the outcomes sought by the Commission, better 

achieves the purpose of the Resource Management Act 1991 ("RMA") 

and implements Objective 3.3.13 included in the decision of the hearings 

panel on Strategic Directions and Strategic Outcomes (and Relevant 

Definitions) dated 26 February 2015 ("Strategic Directions decision"). 
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4.3 The relief sought by the Commission, in the Crown’s submission, in 

relation to 7.1.1.3 Policy 3 is the only matter that has not been accepted 

in the Revised Proposal or resolved through mediation.  As explained in 

my evidence I support the following amendment to 7.1.1.3 Policy 3 

(Revised Proposal version) (amendment shown in red): 

"7.1.1.3 Policy 3 - Vehicle access and manoeuvring 

Provide vehicle access and manoeuvring, including for 
emergency service vehicles, compatible with the road 
classification, which ensures safety, and the efficiency of the 
transport system." 

5. THE COMMISSION’S PARTICULAR INTERESTS IN PROPOSAL 7 

5.1 In the context of Proposal 7, and in order to meet the Commission’s 

responsibilities for providing an efficient and effective emergency service, 

the Crown’s submission seeks: 

(a) an amendment to Policy 3 to specifically mention emergency 

service vehicles; 

(b) the retention of minimum standards for gradient, lighting and form 

for non-residential parking and loading areas;  

(c) the provision of standards that provide for access, parking and 

loading at emergency service facilities;  

(d) the provision of unimpeded access for fire appliances to sites; and 

(e) an additional Matter of Discretion to address access to sites for 

emergency service vehicles. 

5.2 One of the Commission’s submission points relating to vehicle crossings 

has been formally withdrawn.4  Further, the Commission no longer 

wishes to pursue a submission point seeking the removal of the 

requirement for cycle parking to be covered. 

5.3 The relief sought by the Commission which, with the exception of 

amendments sought to 7.1.1.3 Policy 3, has been satisfactorily 

addressed in the Revised Proposal, is set out in further detail in 

Appendix AJM2. 

                                                
4
 Memorandum of counsel for the Crown withdrawing submission points, dated 21 May 2015. 
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5.4 I am not aware of any further submissions that specifically oppose the 

relief sought by the Commission in relation to Proposal 7.  I have 

reviewed the further submissions identified in the Council's Accept/Reject 

table and consider that these further submissions are general in nature, 

rather than specific to the relief sought by the Commission. 

6. COUNCIL'S REVISED VERSION OF PROPOSAL 7 

6.1 The Revised Proposal achieves the relief sought by the Crown that is of 

particular interest to the Commission with the exception of an 

amendment sought to 7.1.1.3 Policy 3.  

7.1.1.3 Policy 3 - Vehicle Access and Manoeuvring 

6.2 The Commission has sought the addition of a further clause in 7.1.1.3 

Policy 3 that seeks to ensure that vehicle accesses, and associated 

manoeuvring, "provides for the efficient and timely movement of 

emergency service vehicles". 

6.3 The Revised Proposal does not include this additional clause.  The 

reason for this is set out in Mr Falconer’s evidence as follows: 

"The objectives and policies already recognise and provided for all 
access for all people and activities.  In my view, specifically mentioning 
emergency service vehicles will add repetition to the District Plan, as it 
is already covered by the Strategic Directions chapter."5  

6.4 In my opinion specific mention of access for fire appliance, or emergency 

service vehicles generally, in 7.1.1.3 Policy 3 is appropriate for the 

following reasons: 

(a) adequate access for fire appliances is critical to enabling the 

Commission to meet its statutory obligations;6 

(b) access for emergency services is essential to the safety and well-

being of people and communities; 

(c) mention of emergency service vehicles in 7.1.1.3 Policy 3 provides 

an appropriate platform upon which the rules that are specific to 

emergency services and fire appliance in Proposal 7 are based; 

                                                
5
 Statement of evidence of Mr Falconer, dated 26 May 2015, paragraph 13.18. 

6
 Mr Merry, in his statements of evidence dated 25 November 2014 describes the critical role that the 

transport network plays in enabling the Commission to undertake its role and responsibilities. 
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(d) the provision of access for fire appliances is embedded in the NZS 

PAS 4509:2008 New Zealand Fire Service Firefighting Water 

Supplies Code of Practice ("the Code of Practice");  

(e) appropriate access for emergency services provides for the 

mitigation of adverse effects of fires and other events; 

(f) mention in policy is consistent with Policy 6.3.9(5)(f) of the 

Canterbury Regional Policy Statement 2013 ("RPS") that seeks 

that the location and design of rural residential developments shall 

" … provide for good access to emergency services"; and 

(g) the inclusion of further policies to implement Objective 3.3.13 of the 

Strategic Directions decision is specifically addressed by that 

decision where the hearings panel states, in concluding that the 

Objective be included: 

"That anticipates that it will be reflected in associated Plan 
policies and rules, in relevant chapters of the Plan".7 

6.5 On this basis, I support the following amendment to 7.1.1.3 Policy 3 

(Revised Proposal version) (amendment shown in red): 

"7.1.1.3 Policy 3 - Vehicle access and manoeuvring 

Provide vehicle access and manoeuvring, including for 
emergency service vehicles, compatible with the road 
classification, which ensures safety, and the efficiency of the 
transport system." 

therefore the Commission seeks that the addition of a further clause in 

7.1.1 

7.3.10 Vehicle Access Design (Matters for Discretion) 

6.6 The Commission has sought amendments to the Matters for Discretion in 

7.3.10 (Vehicle Access Design) to enable a specific consideration of 

access for fire appliances so that its ability to attend emergencies is not 

compromised by access design.  The relief sought by the Commission is 

achieved by the following amendments included in the Revised Proposal: 

  

                                                
7
 Stategic Directions decision, pargraph 288. 
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"4.  Whether the access disrupts, or results in conflicts with, 
active frontages, convenient and safe pedestrian circulation 
and cycling flows or will inhibit access for emergency 
service vehicles where on-site access is required. 

… 

7.  Whether the gradient will make the use of the access 
impracticable, including inhibiting access for emergency 
service vehicles where on-site access is required." 

6.7 In my opinion the amendments to the Matters for Discretion in 7.3.10 are 

appropriate because the additional clauses (set out above) provide a 

clear direction that access for emergency response should be considered 

in the design of vehicle accesses.  This is consistent with the Code of 

Practice and the New Zealand Fire Service’s Emergency Vehicle Access 

Guidelines.  As such, the amended Matters for Discretion enable the 

Commission to meet its responsibilities under the Fire Service Act 1975 

and implement Objective 3.3.13 of the Strategic Directions decision. 

7.2.3.5 and 7.2.3.6 Gradient and Design of Parking and Loading 

Areas 

6.8 The Commission has sought the retention of the rules that establish 

gradient and design standards for parking and loading for specific 

activities because the rules align with the Commission's fire station and 

fire appliance operational requirements.  The Revised Proposal retains 

these rules with very limited amendments.  

6.9 I support the retention of these rules because they provide for gradients 

suitable for fire appliances and provide for the formation and lighting of 

parking and loading areas that is consistent with the design and 

operation of fire stations.  As such, Rules 7.2.3.5 and 7.2.3.6 contribute 

to the efficiency and effectiveness of the Commission and are consistent 

with Objective 3.3.13 of the Strategic Directions decision. 

Car Parking, Cycle Parking and Loading Areas8 

6.10 The Commission has sought the inclusion of specific car parking, cycle 

parking and loading area standards for emergency service facilities in 

Tables 7.2, 7.5 and 7.7 respectively because it is not immediately 

                                                
8
 Tables 7.2, 7.5 and 7.7 in Appendices 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3 respectively. 
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apparent, in the Tables as notified, which listed activity (and associated 

standard) would apply to emergency service facilities.   

6.11 The Revised proposal achieves the relief sought by the Commission 

through the introduction of the following specific standards: 

Table 7.2 - Minimum number of car parks required 

 Activity Car parking spaces 

Residents/Visitors/ 
Students 

Staff 

m. FIRE STATIONS 
and AMBULANCE 
STATIONS 

1 space/emergency 
service vehicle bay 

1 space/emergency 
service vehicle bay 

 

Table 7.5 - Minimum numbers of cycle parks required 

 Activity Visitor cycle 
parks 

Staff/residents/students 
cycle parks 

m. FIRE 
STATIONS and 
AMBULANCE 
STATIONS 

1 
space/emergency 
service vehicle bay 

1 space/emergency 
service vehicle bay 

 

Table 7.7 - Minimum numbers of loading spaces required 

 Activity Number of heavy 
vehicle bays to be 
provided 

Number of 99 
percentile vehicle 
bays to be 
provided 

m. FIRE STATIONS 
and AMBULANCE 
STATIONS 

1 bay per site Nil 

 
 
6.12 The new standards are an outcome of informal mediation between the 

Commission and the Council and are supported in the evidence of 

Mr Roberts,9 Ms Ward10 and Mr Lloyd11 filed by the Council.  

6.13 Over the course of discussions with the Council in relation to loading 

spaces for emergency services, I was concerned that the notes 

preceding Table 7.7 in Appendix 7.3 required loading areas to be 

"available" and therefore accessible to the public.  This would potentially 

present a hazard in the context of emergency services and their need to 

                                                
9
 Statement of evidence of Mr Roberts, dated 26 May 2015, paragraph 6.28. 

10
 Statement of evidence of Ms Ward, dated 26 May 2015, paragraph 8.12. 

11
 Statement of evidence of Mr Lloyd, dated 26 May 2015, paragraph 5.10. 
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exit sites swiftly in response to emergencies.  The Revised Proposal 

addresses this concern by way of the following consequential 

amendment to clause (e): 

"e. Any space required for loading other than for a residential activity, 

fire stations and ambulance stations shall be available for staff and 

visitors during the hours of operation and shall not be diminished by 

the subsequent erection of any structure, storage of goods, or any other 

use." 

6.14 I support the inclusion of the specific car parking, cycle parking and 

loading area minimum standards for fire stations in Tables 7.2, 7.5 and 

7.7 (including the consequential amendment to clause (e) in Appendix 

7.3 because the standards: 

(a) are consistent with the design parameters and operational 

requirements for fire stations described in Mr Merry’s evidence;12  

(b) appropriately respond to the size of a particular fire station; 

(c) are consistent with the form of threshold agreed at the transport 

witness conferencing,13 as they relate to car parking; 

(d) improve the clarity of Appendices 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3 by clearly setting 

a minimum standard for fire and ambulance stations where it may 

have otherwise been difficult to determine which minimum standard 

would apply; 

(e) appropriately implement 7.1.1.4 Policy 4 (Requirements for car 

parking and loading); and 

(f) implement Objective 3.3.13 of the Strategic Directions decisions by 

clearly making provision for the development and operation of 

emergency service facilities. 

                                                
12

 Statement of evidence of Mr Merry, dated 20 March 2015, paragraphs 6.4 and 6.5. 
13

 Expert Conferencing Statement, Topic 2: Car Parking, 29 April 2015. 
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Appendix 7.7 - Access Design and Gradient 

6.15 The Commission has sought the following amendments to Appendix 7.7: 

(a) an additional clause in the notes preceding Table 7.10 to ensure 

that vehicle access design and gradient allows for fire appliance 

access where required; and 

(b) an exemption for emergency service facilities from the maximum 

formed width for vehicle accesses. 

6.16 The Revised Proposal achieves the relief sought by the Commission 

through the inclusion of the following: 

"f.  For the purposes of access for firefighting, where a building is 
either: 

i.  located in an area where no fully reticulated water supply 
system is available; or 

ii.  located further than 75 metres from the nearest road that 
has a fully reticulated water supply system including 
hydrants (as required by NZS 4509:2008), 

vehicle access shall have a minimum formed width of 3.5 
metres and a height clearance of 4 metres.  Such vehicle 
access shall be designed to be free of obstacles that could 
hinder access for emergency service vehicles.” 

… 

i.  Emergency service facilities do not need to comply with the 
maximum formed width, unless located on a key pedestrian 
frontage. 

… 

2.  The maximum gradient at any point on a vehicle access shall be in 
accordance with Table 7.11, except a maximum gradient of 1 in 
5 (minimum 4.0m long transition ramps for a change of grade 
1 in 8 or greater) shall apply for access that are identified in 
1(f)." 

6.17 The form of these amendments is a result of discussions with MrFalconer 

and Mr Lloyd, and the amendments to Appendix 7.7 are supported in 

their evidence.14 

6.18 These access standards and gradient requirements seek to ensure that 

regulation in relation to height, width and slope of access only applies in 

situations where access to a fire emergency, alongside access to water 

for firefighting, will be compromised without such minimum standards.  

                                                
14

 Statement of evidence of Mr Falconer, dated 26 May 2015, paragraph 17.4 and statement of evidence of 
Mr Lloyd, dated 26 May 2015, paragraphs 8.3 and 8.4. 
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The standards included in the Revised Proposal reflect the minimum 

requirements included in the Code of Practice and the New Zealand Fire 

Service's Emergency Vehicle Access Guidelines. 

6.19 I support the amended provisions in Appendix 7.7 (as set out in the 

Revised Proposal) because the amendments: 

(a) appropriately limit the degree of regulation and as such are 

consistent with Objective 3.3.2 of the Strategic Directions decision 

and the Statement of Expectations; 

(b) are consistent with the Code of Practice; 

(c) provide for the functional requirements of the Commission both in 

terms of enabling wide accesses at fire stations and providing for 

access to emergency situations; 

(d) enable the Commission to meet its statutory obligations; 

(e) enable the adverse effects of hazards on the environment to be 

mitigated; 

(f) implement Objective 3.3.13 of the Strategic Directions decision; 

and 

(g) achieve the purpose of the RMA by providing for the health, safety 

and well-being of people and communities. 

 

Ainsley Jean McLeod 

10 June 2015 
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APPENDIX AJM1:  DOCUMENTS REVIEWED IN PREPARING THIS EVIDENCE 

 
(a) Canterbury Regional Policy Statement 2013 

(b) NZS PAS 4509:2008 New Zealand Fire Service Firefighting Water Supplies 

Code of Practice 

(c) Emergency Vehicle Access Guidelines, published by the New Zealand Fire 

Service 

(d) The Section 32 Report for Proposal 7 

(e) The Statement of Expectations included in Schedule 4 to the Canterbury 

Earthquakes (Christchurch Replacement District Plan) Order 2014 

(f) Independent Hearings Panel Christchurch Replacement District Plan - 

Decision 1 Strategic Directions and Strategic Outcomes (and relevant 

definitions) 
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APPENDIX AJM2:  RELIEF SOUGHT BY THE NEW ZEALAND FIRE SERVICE 

COMMISSION 

The following is a summary of the relief sought by the Crown that is of particular 

relevance to the Commission: 

(a) the addition of a clause in Rule 7.1.1.3 Policy 3 (vehicle access and 

manoeuvring) to recognise the "efficient and timely movement of emergency 

service vehicles"; 

(b) the retention of 7.2.3.5 Rule 5 (gradient of parking and loading areas) and 

7.2.3.6 Rule 6 (design of parking and loading areas) that establish a 

minimum standard for gradient, lighting and form for non-residential parking 

and loading areas; 

(c) the deletion of the requirement for cycle parking to be covered in Appendix 

7.2 (the Commission no longer wishes to pursue this relief). 

(d) an exemption for emergency service facilities from Rule 8 (vehicle crossings) 

and Appendix 7.11 (standard for the location of vehicle crossings); 

(submission subsequently formally withdrawn);15 

(e) the addition of further assessment matters in the Matters of Discretion  in 

7.3.10 (vehicle access and design) that enables an assessment in relation to 

whether access design would inhibit emergency services vehicles; 

(f) the addition of parking and loading standards specific to emergency service 

facilities in: 

(i) Appendix 7.1 (parking space requirements) Table 2 (minimum number 

of car parks required); 

(ii) Appendix 7.2 (cycle parking facilities) Table 7.5 (minimum numbers of 

cycle parks required); 

(iii) Appendix 7.3 (loading areas); 

(g) the addition of further clauses in Appendix 7.7 (access design and gradient) 

to provide for an unimpeded minimum access height and width for fire 

appliance access to sites, where required; and 

(h) an amendment to Table 7.10 (minimum requirements for private ways and 

vehicle access) to exempt emergency service facilities from the maximum 

formed width standard. 

 

                                                
15

 Memorandum of counsel for the Crown withdrawing submission points, dated 21 May 2015. 


